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Tell me and I forget, teach me and I may remember, 
involve me and I learn 
( Benjamin Franklin) 
 
Life is journey, you determines it will end  
with goodness or badness 
( The Writer) 
 
You only live once, but if you do it right, 
once is enough. 
( Mae West) 
 
Failure only occurs if we give up 
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ANTHIKA FITRI ANDEWI. A320090203. LOVE AND FRIENDSHIP IN 
DAVID MACKAY’S TEN INCH HERO MOVIE (2011): AN INDIVIDUAL 
PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH. RESEARCH PAPER. 
MUHAMMADIYAH UNIVERSITY OF SURAKARTA. 2013. 
 The major problem of this study is reveal how love and friendship of 
major characters is reflected in Ten Inch Hero movie directed by David Mackay 
published in 2011. The objective of the study is to analyze the film based on 
structural elements and to analyze the film based on individual psychological 
approach. 
 The object of the study is a movie Ten Inch Hero is directed by David 
Mackay. The researcher employs the descriptive qualitative research as a type of 
research. In this method, there are two types of data sources, namely primary data 
source and secondary data source. The primary data source is the movie itself and 
the secondary data source is any literature information related to the love and 
friendship that support the individual psychological analysis. The method of 
collecting data are watching the movie, reading the movie script, library 
reviewing and analyzing based on individual psychological approach. 
 The results of the study are as follows. First, based on the structural 
analysis of the movie, David Mackay as the director of the movie delivers a moral 
message about the true love and friendship. The structural elements of the movie 
are related to each other and form a solid unity. Second, based on individual 
psychological approach, David Mackay tells about the struggle of the major 
characters to find their love and also friendship. 
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